The retention (R M ) values of nine one-point adsorption model compounds: diphenylamine, indol, 2-naphtol, 1-naphtol, 1-naphtylamine, 4-toluidine, carbazole, 4-chloraniline, and thymol were investigated on silica gel using six modifiers: acetone, dioxane, hexane, isopropanol, methylethylketone, ethyl acetate, and tetrahydrofurane (in hexane). These compounds showed small but visible curvilinearity of dependence of R M vs. modifier concentration. This curvilinearity is very similar among the investigated compounds, so relative differences of extrapolated R M are almost the same (strictly intercorrelated) regardless of the regression technique used. We have compared several robust and weighted regression methods and investigated their impact on extrapolated values. It can be concluded that one should primarily consider weighted regression with 1/x weights during retention extrapolation. It seems to be a better alternative than classical regression (better extrapolation) and also better than polynomial approaches (better stability).
Introduction
It is generally assumed in retention behavior investigation that R M values of a particular compound achieved with binary mobile phase (modifier-diluent) are linearly dependent on the concentration of the modifier. It is semilogarithmic approach (called Soczewiński-Wachtmeister equation), as R M is equal to logarithm of k, the retention factor. In contrary to log-log approach (called Snyder-Soczewiński equation), this modelling allows to extrapolate R M value to pure diluent (zero concentration of modifier). The reader is referred to an excellent review [1] about theoretical and practical background of such extrapolation.
The extrapolated R M value, called often R M0 , is almost always computed during retention behavior investigation. In reversedphase systems it is treated as a measure of compound lipophilicity [2] , while on silica gel, it can be interpreted as "hydrophilic-ity", understood as silica-gel affinity. This affinity depends significantly and mainly on polar groups and substituents, forming hydrogen bonds with silica gel surface.
The main problem occurring during the retention extrapolation is the difference between theory and practice. In practice, the dependence of R M versus modifier ratio is not strictly linear, but slightly (while visibly and significantly) curvilinear, mainly concave. Therefore, linear extrapolation from full data set results in visibly lower extrapolated value than in the case of lower part of modifier concentrations. This led the researchers to develop other (nonlinear) equations, more or less immersed in chromatographic theory. Their review and comparison are presented in a recent article [3] .
However, nonlinear extrapolation of retention is performed quite rarely in the case of a very visible nonlinearity. The main reason the researchers avoid their use is the high uncertainty of predicted value and sensitivity (huge changes of coefficients) as a response to small changes to retention. Thus, the good starting choice is still to use linear regression. However, classical least squares linear method is sensitive to outliers and seems to underestimate extrapolated value due to their curvilinearity. This is a good reason to consider robust and weighted regression methods.
The classical least squares regression method (LM) minimizes the sum of squared residuals. As each object is treated with the same impact on the result, this method is unweighted and does not "prefer" any part of the data. Modifications of the linear regression can cope with these problems. One can divide them into three groups.
In the first group, we have robust methods, which fit the line to "main linear group" of the data points, neglecting all data not conforming to the major trend (especially outliers). These methods automatically detect this major trend. The second group contains weighted methods, which allow the user to define weights. The points with higher weights have higher impact on the fitted line, and the user decides which points are more important. The 1/x weighting (weights are reciprocals of modifier concentration) gives desirably higher impact to points with smaller modifier concentration. In the third group, we can find combined (weighted and robust) methods. The differences between the methods are summarized in Table 1 .
The aim of the current study was to compare extrapolated values of nine model compounds (with single-point adsorption) on silica gel, using different regression approaches and to form some general recommendations for further retention investigation of any compounds. We have used modified linear regression methods: WLM (linear with weights set to 1/x), RLM (two robust model based on M-estimator, iteratively reweighting the fit to robust one), LTS (least trimmed squares, minimizing sum of smaller half of residuals), LMS (least median of squares, minimizing not the sum but the median itself), LQS (analogous method but minimizing higher quantile estimated automatically), and S-estimator (S). Additionally, we have computed two polynomial (nonlinear) approaches for comparison: SQ (classical quadratic equation fitted by ordinary least squares) and CU (cubic equation also classically fitted).
The motivation to use very simple compounds in this study was that their retention behavior in normal-phase thin-layer chromatography (TLC) systems was investigated in literature quite rarely. Literature presents several simple investigations, for example, azines and diazines on silica gel [4] or some other compounds on this adsorbent and alumina [5] . Mixed silica-magnesium adsorbent was compared with alumina [6] and florisil [7] also with simple model compounds. Simple phenols, aniline derivatives, and quinoline bases were chromatographed on silica, alumina, and florisil [8] , with continuation on aminopropyl, cyanopropyl, and diol plates [9] . The work was further continued on medium-polarity sorbents in reversedphase approach [10] . Only two papers describe comprehensive comparison of adsorption and retention models [11, 12] . Some model compounds and drugs of simple molecule were investigated by us earlier in context of lipophilicity extrapolation [13] , and this paper can be treated as a continuation of the topic. The open-source GNU R computational environment was used for all computations in the study (available for free as opensource software from www.r-project.org). It has used all robust regression methods implemented in base system and MASS package.
Results and Discussion
The compounds used in the study were chosen to be simple model compounds with one feature (group, heteroatom) responsible for binding to silica gel by hydrogen bonding. In this study, we neglect all other forces. This feature of the chosen compounds (one binding site) preserves wider application of the obtained data than comparison of the regression methods.
In all cases, R F values were increasing nonlinearly with increasing the modifier concentration. Conversion of R F to R M values resulted in dependence which decreases with modifier concentration almost linearly. (Figure 1) , one can conclude that the extrapolated retention value of a compound is in practice dependent on used modifier, regardless of regression technique used to extrapolation. This is contrary to theory, as an extrapolated value should be independent on modifier. The largest R M0 value was obtained with tetrahydrofuran, while the lowest one was achieved with isopropanol.
Inspecting boxplot of extrapolated retention values
Comparing extrapolated values grouped by compounds ( Figure  2) , it can be observed that the strongest adsorption occurs in the case of compounds with first order amine group. Compounds with phenol group bind to silica weaker and in similar strength to compounds with nitrogen as heteroatom. The second order amine group exhibits the weakest adsorption.
Before comparing regression techniques, some comments on their behavior are needed. The classical least squares regression (LM) treats equally all data points. In the case of slightly concave dependence, it results with an underestimated (slightly too low) extrapolated retention. If one prefers to fit the line to lower modifier concentrations (increase the extrapolated value), a weighted regression is needed (WLM) -setting weights to 1/x makes this method sensitive to lower modifier concentrations. An opposite behavior is observed in the case of robust regression methods (RLM, LQS, LTS). These methods fit line to "linear majority" of data points, which in typical case fits a line to higher modifier concentrations, lowering the extrapolated value below that of classical least squares retention.
To prove this behavior and examine relationships between regression techniques, the scaled principal component analysis (PCA) was used on 9 × 10 matrix (9 compounds, 10 regression techniques) of extrapolated R M0 , averaged among modifiers. Surprisingly, 98.7% of overall variance is located in the first principal component, so extrapolated retention values are extremely strongly intercorrelated among regression techniques. Therefore, one can rank regression techniques based on relative values of extrapolated R M0 .
The rank done by PC1 value is shown in Figure 3 . It can be concluded that:
1. Robust techniques always give lower extrapolated values. The lowest ones are given by S-estimator and quantile-based (LQS, LTS) methods, as they are most "robust" in context of theory. Techniques based on M-estimator (RLM, RLMM) are less robust, so estimated values are between LM and most robust ones.
2. Weighted regression (WLM) presents higher extrapolated values than LM, as they fit mostly to points with small modifier concentrations.
3. Nonlinear approaches result with the largest extrapolated values, and the cubical one (CU) gives larger R M0 than the square one (SQ).
Conclusion
It was introduced in the present study that one-point adsorption model compounds showed small but visible curvilinearity of R M vs. modifier concentration dependence. This curvilinearity is very similar among the investigated compounds, so relative differences of extrapolated R M are almost the same regardless of the regression technique used. However, different adsorption mechanism can cause strong relative differences among the investigated compounds and between regression techniques, which was proven in an earlier study [13] in reversed-phase sys- tems. Therefore, it can be concluded that (summarizing previous and current results) one should primarily consider weighted regression with 1/x weights (WLM) during retention extrapolation. This should be a good compromise between the flexibility of curvilinearity handling and stability of obtained extrapolated values.
